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We shall investigate the effect of steady-state random variations in natural fkqnency on 
tbe amplitude of subharmonic oscillations of a system. The example considered is that of 
a system describable by the Duffing equation with a periodic right-hand side. It will be 
ahown that, as in the case of oscillations near fundamental resonance [l], the indicated 
effect is reducible “on the average” to variations of the “equivalent” values of the natur- 
ral frequencyand damping coefficient. In our case this results in a change in the domain of 
existence of subharmonic oscillationa. 

Let un investigate steady subharmonic oscillations of order l/3 in a system described 
by the differential Eq. 

CPX 

-2F + 2a dt ~+B~[*+~~(t)]x+~x~=acosoot (00 =: 31;2) (1) 

Here a, U, a, wo, /J and q are constants and e(t) ia a steady-state centered random 
function. We introduce the new variable 

y=fx - b, cos 00 t, br = a (Sal -CJ@)-r (2) 

The process y(t) corresponds (by definition) to subharmonic oscillations, Let ua conei- 
der the quantities U, g, 71, and 1 w. - 3,a 1 small and introduce the notation 

a = ear, p = V&r, q = EQ, W - (118 o# = eS2A (3) 

Let US eubstitnte Expreeeiona (2) end (3) into initial Expression (1). Let us then con- 
vert to the new variables t,Z defined by the relations 

y = ‘,a ( ae’/S +Jt + ; ,-‘lsiJ), dy t & = lie iwo (ze’/3i%t _ ;e-%hf) 

in order to obtain tbe following system of equations in standard form: 

dz/dt= -f-&i 1 ( z, 6 t)+e&(z,-z, t),di/dt= fi!&(z,i, t)+e&{z, z, t) (4) 

Here 

System (4) can be investigated by means of the averaging method which involves eubjec- 
ting the equations in standard form to the Krylov-Bogoliubov technique [2] and then avera- 
dng over a set of realizations. We note that the convergence of the averaging method for 
8 + 0 is proved rigorouely for problems of the above type in [3], although the method had 
been used previously f4] (the domain of convergence of the method was estimated in [4] on 
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the buis of qaalitative considerations). In [l] .th’ 1s estimate was improved somewhat by 

comparing ths rawlts for a linear system with results obtained by applying the method of 
successive ssbstitutions to the corresponding integral equation. 

On applying the above method to system (41, we obtain equations for the slowly varying 
components x0,, 5, of the awrage values of the random functizns I, Ye 

dq, / dt = 8% (h GJ, dlo / dt = e.2, (q,, Z,) (6) 

P, F =I -a, - v, np*P%~-~ [@ (0) - CD (a/S ClhJ] f (l/a io,)-1 I’/, coo* - 
- ‘12 9’ -+ 8/, np2 P” w,-‘I (*/e or,) - =Ve qlba - Ye qlb12] 

00 

b = I/z,, @ (o) = f 
s 

K (z) cos wx dz, 
O- 0 

Here K (7) is the correlation function of the random process c(t). 
Setting the right-band sides of Eqs. (@equal to zero and returning to the initial nota- 

tion, we find that the average amplitude b of the steady snbhsrmonic oscillations is deter- 
mined b the roots of the biquadratic Eq., 

fY*q)’ b’ + b2{V6 q IQ,% - (i/s qJ2 + ?‘, qbiBI - (?‘s tlbrf’l + ‘la ifA’ - (% %I* +(s) 
-i- 5’~ rlV1 + (‘I, o,,W2 = 0 

a, = a + O/, np2Q4 cf2 IQ (0) - @ (Ys o,)], file2 = W - V3 np2Q4 oo-l I (2/s oo) tg) 

Eq. (8) is similar in form to the familiar [S] analogous equation for a system with cons- 
tant (cc = 0) parameters. The effect of random variations in natural frequency thus reduces 
to changes in the equivalent parameters a and a in accordance with Formulas (9). By deter 
mining the discriminant of Eq. (81, we can fiid the consequent change in the boundary of 
the existence domain of the subharmonic oscillations. 

For example, let 

K (‘c) = exp (- I -c I I G, nY (%/a 00) = 2/s6&J7$ [I j- (ai,oer”)a] -1 

IC [cp (0) - UJ (e/a wo)l = “/.a 002Q 11 + (2/s o,z,)21-’ = 2/z w,z, rc I (a/s 00) 

The dominant role in the case 2/3 0070,>> 1 is then played by the increase in the equi- 
valent damping coefficient. It is easy to show, in particular, that slow (as compared with 
the doubled period of small free oscillations) random variations in natural frequency must 
reduce the domain of existence of the subharmonic oscillations. 
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